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Licensing (Licensing Regulatory)  / Trwyddedu (Rheoleiddio Trwyddedu)

From:
Sent: 20 May 2022 08:10
To: Licensing (Licensing Regulatory)  / Trwyddedu (Rheoleiddio Trwyddedu)
Subject: Re: Notification of Hearing - Premises Licence Variation - Conspiracy, City Road

 EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside Cardiff Council, take care when clicking 
links.  
 ALLANOL: Daw'r e-bost hwn o'r tu allan i Gyngor Caerdydd, cymerwch ofal wrth glicio ar 
ddolenni.   

 
  
Good morning, Kirstie 
 
Thank you for your emails concerning the licencing of Conspiracy Lounge in City Road. 
Unfortunately, as we are both working on 27/5, neither my husband or myself will be able to attend the hearing. 
Witherspoon regard to the correspondence from Conspiracy' Solicitor, we present our reply , following: 
 
Thank you for your explanatory letter concerning Conspiracy's request for licensing 
We appreciate that the points we referred  to in our original email may not be directly affiliated to Licencing Law by 
default, but it IS the ' dominoes effect' of the permission to sell alcohol about which we are concerned. 
Our original concerns remain valid. Conspiracy will attract those customers wishing to consume alcohol and 
although SIA will be on the door, if a customer is sent off the premises, then they are no longer responsible and WE, 
the residents receive the aftermath of such customers. 
We pay  Band E Council tax, it is TOTALLY inappropriate that we incur such disturbances and live in the squalor of 
enhanced rubbish and noise pollution. 
 
It is in correct that we have not complained about noise pollution, WE HAVE, please refer to the Noise Pollution 
Team do documentation from ourselves. 
When we DO complain about noise, nothing is done until , sometimes DAYS after the event, when the issue has past 
and we are NOT given ANY information about what happens concerning this. 
 
More needs to be undertaken to ensure litter and general rubbish from the premises are well contained to avoid 
rats and general infestation which occurs- please look at the BACK of the premises. 
Although you speak of extra parking, ultimately customers DO park in our Street ( Talworth), that is, unless the 
street has exclusive parking for residents or parking times are altered for non- 
 resident areas to exclude the times when Conspiracy is open. 
We are MOST concerned that the Conspiracy Lounge will be equivalent to sleepless nights and living in a residential 
area which is unsuitable for RESIDENTS as it has been overwhelmed by anti social behaviour, noise pollution and 
increased litter attracting vermin. 
Thank you for considering our concerns in advance of the 27th hearing. 
 
Kind regards 
  
 
 
Sent from my Samsung Galaxy S8 - powered by Three 
Get Outlook for Android 

From: Licensing (Licensing Regulatory) / Trwyddedu (Rheoleiddio Trwyddedu) <licensing@cardiff.gov.uk> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2022 2:07:39 PM 




